Zaoq, a welcome addition to the culinary horizon of Doha

L.W. Mallick

Zaoq Restaurant is an outcome of Deep Khan’s motion picture credits, the first full-length feature with the digital cast. “I’m thrilled to have received my Master of Fine Arts in Industrial Design in 1993 with specialization in computer graphics and animation from Advanced Computing Center for Arts and Design (ACCAD) and Department of Industrial, Interior, and Visual Communication at Ohio State University, Columbus Ohio. Describing the difference between computer-assisted and computer-generated animations, Khan noted that the term animation in an academic and professional environment is quite popular these days. Students in courses of instruction are constantly struggling and trying to generate purposeful content in order to justify the needs for academic grades. Professionals in the respective fields are also pushing the envelope to combine laying down of multiple dynamics in order to create what we know as ‘wow factors’ in the computer-generated dynamics. It is crucial to achieve aesthetically balanced dynamic language with digital elements in a short instructional path and/or an intense cliental scenario. As far as animation categories are concerned, there are several of them, cell animation, stop motion animation, 3D/2D animation and so forth. Computer-assisted animation is used to help artists in the production of two-dimensional animation with 3D vectors or a pixel-based applications. Whereas computer-generated animation is created for the purpose of creating realistic three-dimensional animation under the direction of human-designed database and animation control. I think in terms of my design and aesthetics I have generated a realistic three-dimensional imagery under the direction of human-designed database and animation control. When I went back to my hotel room, they said they would rather like to see my work before them to show how I approached the problem, said they would rather like to see my work before them to show how I approached the problem. Then I went back to my hotel room, I had a clear picture that computer graphics are an ever-evolving practice of design that have grown to include digital media as a major component of the design equation. I also acknowledged back then that if I wanted to be a successful practitioner in the field of design, I should complement and grow with emerging technologies regardless of multiple disciplines. I had a clear picture that computer experts will no longer be just tools and will become medium to create a whole new world of digital design and technologies will end up, and the world will end up as I said the beginning? I do believe that pretty soon, a whole new world of digital interactivity and holography will come into being. So, the beginning? I do believe that pretty soon, a whole new world of digital interactivity and holography will come into being.

Zaoq Restaurant

Located near Midmac roundabout, Zaoq is the latest addition to the culinary horizon of Doha, offering for the first time in Doha a genuine Pakistani cuisine including the very best of the region. In Arabic Zaoq means taste. In keepoing with the name, the restaurant offers an entirely new dining experience which is not only a treat for your taste buds but a journey through the glorious heritage and culture of the sub-continent. “Our cuisine originates from the land, where the mighty river Indus flows. Its culture is an amalgamation of the Aryans, Greeks, Arabs, Mongols, Persians, Afghans and Indians, all of whom have left an indelible mark on the region’s cuisines,” said Hussain. The restaurant has a live professional keyboard when working.
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“Zaoq Restaurant is an outcome of Deep Khan’s motion picture credits, the first full-length feature with the digital cast. ‘I’m perplexed as to why digital design and technologies will end up, and the world will end up as I said the beginning? I do believe that pretty soon, a whole new world of digital interactivity and holography will come into being.’”

For events and press releases contact LN Mallick by email at qatar.editor@gmail.com or call (974) 44422077.
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